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Abstract—The last decade has seen significant advances in
optimization-based resource allocation and control approaches
for wireless networks. However, the existing work suffer from
poor performance in one or more of the metrics of optimality,
delay, and convergence speed. To overcome these limitations,
in this paper, we introduce a largely overlooked but highly
effective heavy-ball optimization method. Based on this heavy-ball
technique, we develop a cross-layer optimization framework that
offers utility-optimality, fast-convergence, and significant delay
reduction. Our contributions are three-fold: i) we propose a
heavy-ball joint congestion control and routing/scheduling framework for both single-hop and multi-hop wireless networks; ii) we
show that the proposed heavy-ball method offers an elegant threeway trade-off in utility, delay, and convergence, which is achieved
under a near index-type simple policy; and more importantly,
iii) our work opens the door to an unexplored network control
and optimization paradigm that leverages advanced optimization
techniques based on “memory/momentum” information.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the rapidly increasing mobile data demands, recent
years have witnessed a large body of works on resource
allocation that aim to maximize the network utility in wireless
networks (see, e.g., [1]–[4], and [5] for a survey). This has
led to an elegant mathematical decomposition framework,
from which “loosely-coupled” congestion control, scheduling,
and routing algorithms naturally emerge. These algorithms
do not require statistical knowledge of either the arrivals or
channel states. Instead, they only rely on queue-lengths and
channel state information to make control decisions. These
algorithms are also inherently connected to the Lagrangian
dual decomposition framework plus the subgradient method in
nonlinear optimization theory [1], [2], where (scaled) queuelengths can be interpreted as Lagrangian dual variables and the
queue-length updates play the role of subgradient directions.
Moreover, variants of the “MaxWeight” scheduling component
in this framework have already been adopted and implemented
in practice (e.g., Qualcomm’s Flashlinq peer-to-peer wireless
networks [6] and data center bridging by Cisco [7], etc.).
Despite the aforementioned attractive features, these queuelength-based algorithms (QLA) suffer from several key limitations. First, in the existing QLA framework, it has been shown
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that a utility-optimality gap O(1/K) can be achieved with an
O(K) penalty in queueing delay, where K > 0 is a system
parameter. Hence, a small utility-optimality gap necessitates a
large K and results in large queueing delay. To address this
limitation, there have been significant recent efforts (e.g., [4],
[8]–[10], etc.) focusing on reducing the queueing delay (see
Section II for more in-depth discussions). Also, in the existing
QLA framework, the queue-length-based weight adjustment
ignores the curvature of the objective function contour and
uses a small step-size in each iteration [1]–[4], which leads
to unsatisfactory convergence speed. To address this problem,
some second-order congestion control and routing/scheduling
algorithms have been proposed recently to accelerate the
convergence speed (see, e.g., [11], [12]). However, due to their
complex algorithmic structures, these second-order approaches
require a much larger information exchange overhead and do
not scale well with the network size. These limitations of the
existing approaches motivate us to pursue a new design that
leverages the heavy-ball-based optimization framework.
Historically, the heavy-ball method was first proposed by
Polyak in 1964 [13] for solving unconstrained convex optimization problems, with the original goal of accelerating
the convergence of the gradient descent method. The basic
idea of the heavy-ball method is that, rather than using only
the (sub)gradient information at the current iterate and being
memoryless of the past iterates’ trajectory, one computes the
search direction using a linear combination of the gradient
(analogous to “potential”) and the update direction in the
previous step (analogous to “momentum”). The method can
be viewed as a discrete version of the second-order ordinary
differential equation (ODE) that describes a heavy body’s
motion in a potential field, hence the name “heavy-ball.” It
has been shown that, by appropriately weighing the “potential”
and “momentum,” the algorithm is insensitive to the objective
contour and leads to a much faster convergence [14]. Indeed,
the convergence speed advantage is our initial motivation
behind adopting the heavy-ball approach for wireless network
optimization. Yet surprisingly, as we show later in this paper,
the benefits of adopting the heavy-ball idea go far beyond
convergence acceleration and entail dramatic delay reduction.
We note, however, that due to a number of technical
challenges, developing a heavy-ball-based solution for wireless
network utility optimization is not straightforward. First, since
the heavy-ball method was originally designed for unconstrained static optimization, we need to modify the heavy-ball

method for wireless network utility maximization, which is a
constrained stochastic optimization problem with a much more
complex structure. Second, unlike the obvious connection between queue-lengths and dual variables in the QLA design, the
relationship between the heavy-ball method and the observable
network state information (e.g., queue-lengths, channel states,
etc.) is unknown. Hence, a key challenge that we will answer
in this paper is to characterize the trade-off between delay and
achieved network utility under the heavy-ball approach. Third,
due to the inclusion of past iterations, the algorithmic structure
of a heavy-ball method is different from that of the QLA
design. As a result, new analytical techniques are required
to analyze the performance of the heavy-ball approach.
The key contribution of this paper is that, by addressing the above challenges, we reveal the potential of many
memory/momentum-based optimization techniques that could
be leveraged to produce surprising network performance gains
in delay, throughput, and convergence. The main results and
technical contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

•

•

Motivated by the heavy-ball idea, we propose a new weight
adjustment scheme for joint congestion control and routing/scheduling in wireless networks. Our work not only
provides a synergy between the heavy-ball algorithm and
observable network state information (queue-lengths and
channel states) to allow simple implementation in practice, it
also extends and generalizes the classical heavy-ball method
from unconstrained static optimization to the constrained
stochastic network utility optimization paradigm, thus advancing the state-of-the-art of the heavy-ball method in
mathematical optimization theory.
Under our heavy-ball-based joint congestion control and
scheduling scheme with a β-parameterized momentum (β ∈
[0, 1) is a system parameter typically chosen close to 1), we
show that the delay is (1 − β)–fraction of that of the QLA
approach. More specifically, our theoretical analysis unveils
that a utility-optimality gap O(1/K)
can be achieved with
√
an O((1 − β)K) + O((1 + β) K) cost in queueing-delay,
where the parameter K is inversely proportional to the stepsize in the heavy-ball method. Further, in the asymptotic
√
regime of K where β is chosen as β = 1 − O(1/
√ K), our
heavy-ball algorithm achieves an [O(1/K), O( K)] utilitydelay trade-off, which is significantly better than the wellknown [O(1/K), O(K)] trade-off of the QLA methods.
Given K and β, we show that the convergence
factor of
√
β,
|1+β−φ/K|−
our
heavy-ball
algorithm
scales
as
max
√
√
β, |1 + β − Φ/K| − β , where Φ and φ are the upper
and lower bounds of the Hessian eigen-spectrum. Combined
with the results in the previous bullet, our heavy-ball
algorithm offers an elegant three-way performance tradeoff governed by two control degrees of freedom in K and
β. Most notably, simultaneous utility-optimality and lowdelay is made possible by trading off convergence speed.
We note that this important three-way trade-off relationship
has not been discovered so far in the literature.
We hope that, collectively, our results in this paper could

pave the way for many new networking research directions
that explore advanced memory/momentum-based optimization
methods to improve key network performance metrics. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review related works. Section III introduces the network
model and problem formulation. Section IV presents our
heavy-ball algorithm and the performance analysis of the
algorithm. In Section V, we extend the proposed algorithm
to multi-hop networks. Section VI presents numerical results
and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we first review the state-of-the-art of the
QLA literature that is closely related to this paper. As mentioned earlier, there have been significant efforts on reducing
the delay of the QLA approaches. For example, in [4], a virtual
queue technique similar to those in [15]–[17] was adopted,
where the virtual queue-lengths evolve based on service rates
that are a fraction of the actual service rates. In [9], a virtual
backlog mechanism with place-holder bits instead of real data
was proposed. It was shown that, by accepting some nonzero packet dropping probability, this approach achieves an
[O(1/K), O(log2 (K))] utility-delay trade-off. An exponential
Lyapunov virtual backlog method combined with a thresholdbased packet-dropping scheme was also proposed in [8] to
achieve an O(log(K)) delay. Although having a log-type delay
growth, a major limitation of [8], [9] is that choosing the size
of place-holder bits [9] and the threshold value [8] require noncausal global arrival and channel statistics (cf. [8, Eq. (17)],
[9, Eq. (45)]), which is usually infeasible. Also, if the parameters are set inappropriately, these schemes may suffer nonnegligible packet dropping probability. To address this problem, a per-iteration learning was proposed in [10] to learn the
optimal size of place-holder bits in an online fashion. However,
the per-iteration learning mechanism significantly increases the
complexity. In some sense, all these delay reduction schemes
can be viewed as sacrificing throughput-optimality (reflected in
reduced service rates or packet dropping) for delay reduction.
In contrast, without sacrificing any throughput-optimality and
without requiring any non-causal statistical knowledge,
our
√
heavy-ball scheme achieves an [O(1/K), O( K)] utilitydelay trade-off by setting β = 1 − O( √1K ). Moreover, our
heavy-ball algorithm enables an elegant three-way trade-off
that cannot be offered by the existing works in [4], [8]–[10].
Next, we provide further background of the heavy-ball
method and then review the related works in the heavy-ball
domain. In the optimization literature, the heavy-ball method
is also referred to as the multi-step or momentum method.
Since its inception [13], the heavy-ball method has found
applications in signal processing and machine learning (see,
e.g., [18] and references therein). However, the heavy-ball
method remains largely unexplored in networking research
so far. To our knowledge, the only application of the heavyball method in networking areas can be found in [19], where
the authors developed a heavy-ball-based Internet congestion
control scheme. We note that our work differs from [19]
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the single-hop cellular downlink.

in the following key aspects: First, our proposed heavy-ball
algorithm is a dynamic scheme that works with stochastic
wireless channels, while the algorithm proposed in [19] solves
a static congestion control rate optimization problem for
wireline networks. Second, the algorithm in [19] requires some
assumptions (c.f. [19, Sec. VII-C]) to turn the problem into
an unconstrained formulation, so that the classical heavyball method can be applied. However, as indicated in [19],
these assumptions restricted the use of the heavy-ball method
to problems with certain routing structures. In contrast, our
proposed method can handle all network constraints and works
with all utility optimization problems. Third, we derive explicit
utility-delay-convergence trade-off scaling laws in this paper,
while no such results were provided in [19].
III. N ETWORK M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
From this section until Section IV, we will consider a
single-hop wireless network with N links, which can be
used to represent a cellular base station (or access point)
downlink/uplink channel with N users or a set of distributed
communication pairs in an ad hoc network. We will later
(in Section V) discuss how to extend the results to multihop wireless networks. The rationale behind this presentation
approach is that the single-hop network model will allow us
to present the core idea behind the heavy-ball-based design
with less notational clutter, before we integrate further system
dynamics in multi-hop wireless networks. Also, as mentioned
above, since the single-hop model encompasses a large number
of networks in practice, it is important in its own right.
Notation: We use boldface to denote matrices/vectors. We
let A> denote the transpose of A. We let IN and ON denote
the N × N identity and all-zero matrices, respectively. Also,
we let 1N and 0N denote the N -dimensional all-one and allzero vectors, respectively. We will often omit “N ” for brevity
if the dimension is clear from the context. We use k · k and
k · k1 to denote L2 - and L1 -norms, respectively.
Network model: In the single-hop case, we will base
our discussions on the cellular downlink system, as shown
in Fig. 1. We assume that time is slotted and indexed by
t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. The channel between the base station and
the receivers can be characterized by a total of M states
and denoted by a matrix Π = [π 1 , . . . , π M ] ∈ RN ×M ,
where each column vector π m ∈ RN corresponds to the N
links’ channel qualities under state m. For each π m , we let
Cπm denote the achievable rate region, which is defined as

the convex hull of the feasible scheduling rate vectors, i.e.,
(m)
(m)
Cπm , Conv{x1 , . . . , xN }, where Conv{·} represents
(m)
the convex hull operation and xn denotes a feasible rate
of link n that can be scheduled under channel state m.
We assume that, for each link n and channel state m, the
(m)
feasible rates satisfy xn ≤ smax < ∞. We use a vector
(m)
(m)
x(m) = [x1 , . . . , xN ]> ∈ RN to denote the feasible rates
under channel state m. We assume that the channel state
process is independent and identically distributed in each time
slot1 . We let π[t] denote the channel state vector in time-slot t
and let pm , Pr{π[t] = π m } be the stationary distribution of
the channel state process being in state m. We let C¯ represent
the mean achievable
rate region, which can be computed
as:
(
)
M
X
C¯ , x x =
pm x(m) , ∀x(m) ∈ Cπm .
m=1

Note that, in this paper, neither the channel state statistics nor
C¯ is assumed to be known at the base station.
Queue-stability: In each time-slot t, the controller observes
the current channel state π[t] ∈ Π and then chooses a service
rate vector s[t] , [s1 [t], . . . , sN [t]]> ∈ Cπ[t] and a congestion
controlled rate vector a[t] , [a1 [t], . . . , aN [t]]> ∈ RN
+ . We
assume that each link n is associated with a queue, whose
queue-length in time-slot t is denoted as qn [t]. Then, the
queue-lengths evolve as:
qn [t + 1] = (qn [t] − sn [t] + an [t])+ , ∀n,
(1)
where (·)+ , max{0, ·}. Let q[t] , [q1 [t], . . . , qN [t]]> be
the queue-length vector in time-slot t. In this paper, we adopt
the following notion of queue-stability (same as in [2], [3]):
a network is said to be stable if the steady-state total queuelength is finite, i.e.,
lim sup E {kq[t]k1 } < ∞
(2)
t→∞
PT −1
Problem formulation: Let ān , limT →∞ T1 t=0 an [t]
denote the long-term average controlled arrival rate of link
n. Each link n is associated with a utility function Un (ān ),
representing the utility gained by link n when data is injected
at rate ān . We assume that Un (·), ∀n, is strictly concave,
increasing, and twice continuously differentiable. We further
assume that Un (·) satisfies the following strong concavity
condition: there exist constants 0 < φ ≤ Φ < ∞ such that
φ ≤ −Un00 (an ) ≤ Φ, ∀an ∈ [0, amax ], where amax is the
maximum arrival rates. For example, the function log( + an )
with some constant  > P
0 is strongly concave. In this paper,
N
our goal is to maximize n=1 Un (ān ), subject to achievable
rate region Cπ[t] in each time-slot and the queue-stability
constraint. Putting together the models presented above yields
the following joint congestion control and scheduling (JCCS)
optimization problem:
JCCS: Max

N
X

Un (ān )

n=1

s.t. Queue-stabiltity in (2), sn [t] ∈ Cπ[t] , an [t] ∈ [0, amax ], ∀n, t.
1 Following the same arguments such as those in [9], our results can be
readily generalized to Markov channel state processes.

IV. H EAVY-BALL -BASED N ETWORK U TILITY
O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we first present our heavy-ball-based network utility optimization algorithm and the main theoretical
results in Section IV-A and Section IV-B, respectively. Then, in
Section IV-C, we will discuss some key insights and intuition
of the theoretical results. Section IV-D focuses on performance
analysis and provides the proofs for the main theorems.
A. The Algorithm
Our heavy-ball-based network utility optimization algorithm
is described in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1: The Heavy-Ball-Based Wireless Network Utility
Optimization Algorithm.
Initialization:
1. Choose parameters K > 0 and β ∈ [0, 1). Set t = 0.
2. Let all queues be empty at the initial state: qn [0] = 0, ∀n.
3. Under a given K, associate each link n with a non-negative
weight w(K),n and set w(K),n [0] = w(K),n [−1] = 0, ∀n.
Main Loop:
4. MaxWeight Scheduler: In time-slot t ≥ 0, given the current
weight vector w(K) [t] , [w(K),1 [t], . . . , w(K),N [t]]> and
the current channel state π[t], the scheduler chooses a
service rate vector s[t] as follows (breaking ties arbitrarily):
s[t] = arg max (w(K) [t])> x.
x∈Cπ[t]

(3)

5. Congestion Controller: For each link n, given its current
weight wn [t], the data injection rate an [t] is an integervalued random variable that satisfies:




0
−1 w(K),n [t]
max
E{an [t]|w(K),n [t]} = min Un
,a
, (4)
K
E{a2n [t]|w(K),n [t]} ≤ A < ∞, ∀w(K),n [t],
(5)
0

where Un−1 (·) represents the inverse function of the firstorder derivative of Un (·). In (4) and (5), amax and A are
some predefined sufficiently large positive constants.
6. Queue-Length and Heavy-Ball Weight Updates: Update the
queue-lengths following (1). Let ∆qn [t] , qn [t + 1] − qn [t]
be the resultant queue-length change, ∀n. Next, update the
weights in the following (projected) heavy-ball fashion:

w(K),n [t + 1] = w(K),n [t] + ∆qn [t]
+
+β(w(K),n [t] − w(K),n [t − 1]) , ∀n. (6)
Let t = t + 1. Go to Step 4 and repeat the scheduling and
congestion control processes.
In Algorithm 1, we can see that the congestion control
and scheduling components are similar to those in the QLA
schemes (see, e.g., [2], [3]), but with the following key
differences: First, in both components, the weights in (3)
and (4) are not directly using current queue-lengths (or some
direct functions of current queue-lengths). It is this separation of weights and queue-lengths that leads to significant
delay reductions. Also, we note that the weight update in

(6) is motivated by the heavy-ball idea: It includes a βparameterized first-order memory (or called “momentum”) of
the weight change in the previous time-slot. In contrast, the
weight updates in traditional QLA algorithms are of zeroorder memory in the sense that queue-lengths only inherit the
absolute weight values in the previous time-slot. We note that
this algorithmic structural difference necessitates new proof
techniques in establishing the theoretical results. Also, the
choices of K and β will be discussed in detail in Section IV-C.
B. Main Results
The first key result in this paper is on the delay reduction
performance of our proposed heavy-ball algorithm:
Theorem 1 (Delay reduction and queue-stability). Under
the β-parameterized heavy-ball algorithm, the scaling of the
steady-state total queue-length with respect to K satisfies:
√ 

lim sup E{kq[t]k1 } = O (1 − β)K + O (1 + β) K . (7)
t→∞

Further, if β approaches 1 in such a way that β = 1−O( √1K ),
√
then Eq. (7) implies that lim supt→∞ E{kq[t]k1 } = O( K).
Three remarks on Theorem 1 are in order: i) If β is fixed and
K→ ∞, the first term on the right-hand-side of (7) dominates
the second
term and thus lim supt→∞ E{kq[t]k1 } ≈ O (1 −

β)K . Recall that in a K-parameterized QLA algorithm√(see,
e.g., [3], [4]), the total queue-length scales as O(K)+O( K).
This means that a β-parameterized heavy-ball scheme leads to
a delay that is approximately (1 − β)–fraction of that of the
traditional QLA methods; ii) If β is varying in relation to K,
then Theorem 1 states that if β ↑ 1√fast enough as K → ∞,
the total queue-length scales as O( K), which significantly
outperforms √
the O(K) delay of the QLA algorithms. We note
that this O( K) delay is achieved without sacrificing any
throughput and without requiring non-causal global statistics
as in [8], [9]; iii) In some sense, including the weight changes
in (6) can be viewed as a simple way of “learning” how the
queues had evolved in history. Interestingly, Theorem 1 shows
that even simply paying attention to “yesterday’s memory”
makes a big difference in delay performance.
PN
Now, let U (a) = n=1 Un (an ) be the total utility function
of Problem JCCS and let a∗ be the optimal solution. Also, let
0
−1
∞
max
a∞
}}, ∀n, be the mean
(K),n, E{min{Un (w(K),n /K), a
steady-state congestion control rates offered by our heavyball algorithm (the existence of steady-state will be proved in
∞
∞
>
Section IV-D). Further, we let a∞
(K) , [a(K),1 , . . . , a(K),N ] .
Then, the next result states that our proposed heavy-ball
algorithm is utility-optimal:
Theorem 2 (Utility-optimality). Under Algorithm 1 and for
some given K, the mean of the stationary rate vector a∞
(K)
√
∗
satisfies ka∞
(K) −a k = O(1/ K). Also,the optimal utility ob∗
jective value can be bounded as U a∞
(K) ≥ U (a )−O(1/K).
∞
∗
Hence, a(K) converges to a asymptotically as K increases.
We note that the utility-optimality results stated in Theorem 2 are independent of β, and the optimality gap scaling

results are same as those of the QLA schemes (see, e.g., [3],
[4]). This shows a salient feature of our proposed heavy-ball
approach: Although we have introduced the heavy-ball-based
weight updates in (6), such an algorithmic change does not
affect the utility-optimality of the original QLA framework.
Our third result is on the convergence speed performance. In
this paper, the notion of convergence speed is defined in terms
of the fewest number of time-slots that the sequence {w(K) [t]}
takes so that the resultant sequence {E{a(K) [t]|w(K) [t]}}
reaches the O( √1K )-neighborhood of a∗ stated in Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 (Linear convergence rate).
Let

 KΦ and β be

chosen as K ∈ ( Φ4 , ∞] and β ∈ max 0, 2K
− 1 ,1 .
2
Then, {E{a(K) [t]|w
with a factor
√ (K) [t]}} converges linearly
√
R
≤
max
β,
|1
+
β
−
φ/K|
−
β,
|1
+
β − Φ/K| −
(K,β)
√
β . Moreover,
minimizing
the
upper-bound
of
R
(K,β) yields:
√
√
√
√
− φ)/( Φ + φ),
which
is
obtained
R∗ = √( Φ √
√
√
√
√ by
K ∗ = ( Φ + φ)2 /4 and β ∗ = ( Φ − φ)2 /( Φ + φ)2 .
Theorem
√ 3 says√that we can optimize K and β to achieve
R∗ = ( κ − 1)/( κ + 1), where κ , Φ/φ is the condition
number [14]. The optimized R∗ is always smaller compared
to that of the QLA approaches, where RQLA = (κ−1)/(κ+1)
(cf. e.g., [2]), thus implying a faster convergence. Moreover,
this convergence speedup phenomenon is even more pronounced when κ is large (i.e., the problem is ill-conditioned).
The proofs of Theorems 1–3 will be provided in Section IV-D. In what follows, we will further discuss an important three-way performance trade-off implied by the theoretical
results in Theorems 1–3.
C. A Three-Way Performance Trade-off
Collectively, Theorems 1–3 suggest a new three-way tradeoff relationship where, by appropriately selecting K and β, one
can simultaneously improve two out of the three performance
metrics by trading-off the third. To facilitate better understanding, we illustrate this three-way trade-off relationship in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, the arrow of each axis is pointing toward worse
performance in utility, delay, and convergence, respectively.
The regions I, II, and III represent three types of trade-off
relationships achieved under our heavy-ball algorithm, and the
table in Fig. 2 illustrates how each region corresponds to the
settings of the two control knobs K and β.
First, Region I in Fig. 2 represents “achieving both utilityoptimality and low-delay by setting a large K and choosing
β close to 1, at the cost of slower convergence.” To see this,
we first note from Theorem 2 that a large K implies small
utility-optimality gap O(1/K). Also, by choosing β close to
1, Theorem 1 implies that the (1−β)–fraction delay reduction
is significant. However, when K → ∞ and β → 1, it is not
difficult to verify from Theorem 3 that:
n
p
p
β, |1 + β − φ/K| − β,
lim R(K,β) ≤ lim max
β→1
β→1
p o
K→∞
K→∞
|1 + β − Φ/K| − β
→ 1.
2 We say that a sequence {x }∞
∗
k k=1 converges linearly to x if there exists
a factor R ∈ (0, 1) such that kxk+1 − x∗ k ≤ Rkxk − x∗ k for all k.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the three-way trade-off relationships.

That is, as K → ∞ and β → 1, the worst case convergence
rate factor R(K,β) asymptotically approaches 1, which implies
an increasingly slower convergence speed.
Second, Region II represents “achieving utility-optimality
and fast-convergence by setting a large K and optimizing β,
at the cost of less delay performance gain.” To see this, we
again note from Theorem 2 that a large K implies small utilityoptimality gap O(1/K). Also, by Theorem 3, we can optimize
β under a given K to minimize the convergence factor R(K,β)
to increase the convergence speed. However, the obtained β is
not necessarily close to 1 and thus the delay performance gain
may not be dramatic. We note that, in Region II, even though
the optimized β may not entail dramatic delay reduction, one
still enjoys the benefit of (1 − β)–fraction delay compared to
the QLA approaches, according to Theorem 1.
Lastly, Region III represents “achieving low-delay and fast
convergence by setting β close to 1 and optimizing K, at
the cost of larger utility-optimality gap.” To see this, we note
from Theorem 1 that we can first push β close to 1 to achieve
low delay. With the given β, by Theorem 3, we can optimize
K to minimize the convergence factor R(K,β) to increase the
convergence speed. However, the obtained K is not necessarily
large and thus the utility-optimality gap may not be small.
D. Proofs of the Main Theorems
In this subsection, due to space limitation, we provide
sketched proofs for the theorems in Section IV-B and relegate
the remaining proof details to our online technical report [20].
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. The key steps for proving Theorem 1 are as follows. First, we consider a Kparameterized deterministic version of Problem JCCS (see
Problem K-DJCCS in [20]), where the channel state process
is not random but fixed at its mean (i.e., the achievable
¯ and the objective function is changed to
ratePregion is C),
N
K n=1 Un (an ). Then, it is easy to show that its optimal
∗
dual solution w(K)
scales as O(K) (cf. [20, Lemma 1]). Our
next key step toward proving Theorem 1 is to establish the
following mean weight deviation bound [20, Theorem 2]:
Proposition 4 (Mean weight deviation bound [20]). Under
Algorithm 1 and a given K, there exists a constant C
∞
that depends on Φ, smax , and amax , such that E{kw(K)
−
√
∗
∞
w(K) k} ≤ C K, where w(K) denotes the weights wK [t]
under parameter K in steady-state.

To show Proposition 4, we note that the heavy-ball update
in (6) can be rewritten as (see [20, Eq.(17)–(18)] for details):
∗
∗
= w(K) [t] − w(K)
w(K) [t + 1] − w(K)


+ a[t] − s[t] + u[t] + β w(K) [t] − w(K) [t − 1] , (8)

where u[t] ≥ 0 is some projection term. Note that since
the momentum term in (8) depends on two consecutive
time-slots of memory w(K) [t] and w(K) [t − 1], traditional
techniques used in establishing similar mean dual distance
bounds (see, e.g., [4], [9]) cannot be directly applied. To
overcome this challenge, we define a 2N -dimensional vector
∗
∗
z[t] , [(w(K) [t] − w(K)
)> , (w(K) [t − 1] − w(K)
)> ]> and a
2N ×2N
special block-structured matrix Γ ∈ R
as follows:


(1 + β)IN −βIN
Γ,
.
IN
ON
Then, it can be readily verified that (8) can be rewritten in
terms of z[t] as follows: z[t + 1] = Γz[t] + ∆q̃[t], where
>
∆q̃[t] , [(a[t] − s[t] + u[t])> , 0>
N ] . Now, consider the following quadratic Lyapunov function V (z[t]) , 12 kz[t]k2 and
evaluate the
 one-slot conditional expected Lyapunov drift of
V (z[t]): E ∆V (z[t]) z[t] , 21 E kz[t + 1]k2 − kz[t]k2 z[t] .
Let 1A (x) be the indicator function that takes value 1 if
x ∈ A and 0 otherwise. After showing that Γ is a nonexpansive linear transformation (cf. [20, Lemma 2]) and some
algebraic derivations, we arrive at the following result (see
[20, Appendix A] for proof details):
Proposition 5. Let w be the first N entries in z[t] = z. Let
B , N2 [A+(smax )2 ]. There exist constants δ, η > 0 such that
δ
∗
E{∆V (z[t])|z[t] = z} ≤ − √
w−w(K)
1Bc (w)+η1B (w),
K
√
∗
where B , {w : w−w(K)
≤ BΦK}, and B c denotes the
complement of B.
Note that {z[t]} is a continuous state Markov chain in R2N
and Proposition 5 assures the Foster-Lyapunov criterion for
positive Harris-recurrence. Hence, a steady-state exists [21].
Next, we define a set Ω , {z ∈ R2N : (z)1:N ∈ B}, where
(z)1:N denotes the first N entries in z. Then, telescoping the
inequality in Proposition 5 and after some derivations
(see
R
[20, Eq. (24)]), we can show that 0 ≤ − √δK Ωc p∞
kw −
z
R
∗
∞
denotes the stationary
w(K)
kdz + η Ω p∞
z dz, where pz
distribution of the continuous state RMarkov chain {z[t]}.
∗
Lastly, rearranging terms, adding √δK Ω p∞
z kw − w(K) k, and
√

∞
∗
multiplying both sides by δK yields E{kw(K)
− w(K)
k} ≤
√
√
√
η
( δ + BΦ) K = O( K), i.e., the result in Proposition 4.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1, we re-write the heavy-ball
weight update in the following form: w(K) [t+1] = w(K) [t]+
∆q[t]+β(w(K) [t]−w(K) [t−1])+u(2) [t], where u(2) [t] ≥ 0 is a
projection term (see [20, Eq. (17)]). Rearranging terms yields:


∆q[t] ≤ w(K) [t+1]−w(K) [t] −β w(K) [t]−w(K) [t−1] . (9)

Telescoping the inequality in (9) from t = 0 to T−1 yields:
P
T −1
t=0 ∆q[t] ≤ w(K) [T ] − w(K) [0] − β w(K) [T − 1] −


w(K) [−1] = w(K) [T ] − βw(K) [T − 1], where the last
equality follows from the fact that w(K) [0] = w(K) [−1] =
0.
since q[0] = 0, we have kq[T ]k1 = kq[0] +
PTAlso,
−1
∆q[t]k
1 ≤ kw(K) [T ]−βw(K) [T −1]k1 . Taking expect=0
tation on both sides, letting T → ∞, and taking limits yields:
∞
∞
∗
lim supT →∞ E{kq[T ]k1 } ≤ E{w(K)
− βw(K)
} ≤ w(K)
+
√
√
√
∗
O( K)−β(w(K) −O( K)) = O((1−β)K)+O((1+β) K),
where the
√ first inequality follows from Proposition 4∗ and
k · k1 ≤ N k · k; the second equality follows from w(K)
=
O(K) (cf. [20, Lemma 1]). Moreover, when β = 1 − O( √1K ),
√

it follows from (7) that lim
sup
E
kq[t]k
≈
O(
K),
1
T
→∞
√
i.e., the delay grows as O( K). This completes the proof.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. We first prove
the optimal∞
0
∞
−1 w(K),n
ity gap result for a(K),n , E{min{Un ( K ), amax }}.
w∗

0

Note that a∗n = Un−1 ( (K),n
K ), ∀n. Thus, plugging in these
∗ 2
definitions in a∞
−a
and then upper-bounding by using
(K)
Jensen’s inequality, mean value theorem, and inverse function
lemma, we obtain (see [20, Eq. (31)] for detailed derivations):
1
∞
∗
2
∗ 2
ka∞
(K) −a k ≤ φ2 K 2 E{kw(K) −w(K) k }. Now, consider the
∞
∗
term E{kw(K)
− w(K)
k2 }. From the proof of Proposition 5,
we have the following one-slot mean Lyapunov drift bound
(cf. [20, Appendix A, Eq. (51)]:
1
2
∗
w(K) [t] − w(K)
+ B. (10)
ΦK
Following the same steps in the proof of Proposition 4, we telescope (10) from t = 0 to RT − 1 to obtain: E{V (z[T ])|z[0]} −
PT −1
2
1
∗
dz +
V (z[0]) ≤ − ΦK
t=0 R2N pz[t]|z[0] (z) w − w(K)
T
T B. Dividing both sides by ΦK , rearranging terms, and letting
PT −1 R
T → ∞, we have lim supT →∞ T1 t=0 R2N pz[t]|z[0] (z) w−
2
∗
w(K)
dz ≤ BΦK. Note here that the left-hand-side is
 ∞
∗
precisely E kw(K)
− w(K)
k2 . Hence, we have
E{∆V (z[t])|z[t]} ≤ −

∗ 2
ka∞
(K) −a k ≤

1
φ2 K 2

 ∞
BΦ 1
∗
E kw(K)
−w(K)
k2 ≤ 2
. (11)
φ K

∗
Taking square root on both sides of (11) yields ka∞
(K) −a k =
1
O( √K ) and the proof of the first half is complete.

To prove that U a∞
≥ U (a∗ ) − O(1/K), similar to
(K)
the proof of Proposition 4, we define an augmented vector
>
>
y[t] , [w(K)
[t], w(K)
[t − 1]]> and a quadratic Lyapunov
1
function L(y[t]) = 2 ky[t]k2 . Following the same steps as in
the proof of Proposition 4, one can verify that y[t + 1] =
Γy[t] + ∆q̃[t]. Then, following the same argument as in
the proof of Proposition 5, we can show that the one-slot
conditional
expected Lyapunov drift can be upper-bounded as

>
E ∆L(y[t]) y[t] ≤ −w(K)
[t]E{a[t] − s[t] y[t]} + B. Note
that the right-hand-side is in the same form as in [3, Eq. (24)].
Thus, the rest of the proof follows from the same arguments
in [3] and the proof is complete.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3. Because of the one-to-one
mapping between E{a(K) [t]|w(K) [t]} and w(K) [t], the convergence of {E{a(K) [t]|w(K) [t]}} can be equivalently analyzed by examining {w(K) [t]}. Note that (6) can be written as:
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qn [t] ≥ 0 denote the queue-length of flow f at node n at
time t. Then, the queue-length evolution can be written as:

X (f) + X (f)
x
bl [t]+ af [t]1f (n), (13)
qn(f) [t+1]= qn(f) [t]−
xl [t] +
l∈I(n)

l∈O(n)

Fig. 3. A multi-hop wire- Fig. 4. Congestion con- Fig. 5. Routing at interless network.
trol at source node.
mediate node.

w(K) [t+1] ≤ w(K) [t]+(a[t]−s[t])+β(w(K) [t]−w(K) [t−1]).
Dividing both sides by K (scaling does not affect conver1
(a[t] − s[t]) +
gence), we have: w(1) [t + 1] ≤ w(1) [t] + K
β(w(1) [t] − w(1) [t − 1]). Note that the right-hand-side is
the same as the standard unconstrained heavy-ball method
1
. Hence, from [14, Chap. 3.2,
(cf. [14]) with step-size K
Theorem 1], we have the sufficient condition for convergence
1
∈ (0, (1+β)
as: K
Φ ], and β ∈ [0, 1). After some manipulations
and noting that β > 0, we arrive at K ∈ ( Φ4 , ∞] and β ∈
Φ
[max{0, 2K
−1}, 1), i.e., the result stated in Theorem 3. Also,
the convergence factor upper-bound in Theorem 3 follows
directly from [19, Theorem 1]. This completes the proof.
V. E XTENSION TO M ULTI -H OP N ETWORKS
In this section, we will generalize our heavy-ball algorithmic
framework to multi-hop wireless networks. In the multi-hop
setting, the utility optimization problem becomes the joint congestion control and routing optimization as in [1]–[3]. Here,
we first state the network model and problem formulation.
Network model and problem formulation: 1) Congestion control: Consider an N -node L-link multi-hop wireless
network system as illustrated in Fig. 3. There are F endto-end flows in the network. The source and destination
nodes of each flow f are denoted by Src(f ) and Dst(f ),
respectively. As in [1]–[3], node Src(f ) has a continuouslybacklogged transport layer reservoir that contains flow f ’s
data, as shown in Fig. 4. In each time-slot t, the congestion
controller determines the amount of data af [t] ∈ [0, amax
] to
f
be released from the reservoir into a network layer source
queue, where the
awaits to be sent to Dst(f ). We let
Pdata
T −1
āf = limT →∞ T1 t=0 af [t] be the time-average rate at which
flow f is injected at Src(f ). Similar to the single-hop case,
each flow is associated with a strongly concave, increasing,
and twice continuously differentiable utility function Uf (āf ).
(f )
2) Multi-hop routing: We let xl [t] ≥ 0 denote the rate
offered to route flow f ’s data in time-slot
at link l, as shown
PT −1 t (f
)
(f )
1
in Fig. 5. We let x̄l , limT →∞ T t=0 xl [t] represent the
time-average service rate of flow f at link l. The channel
state process model remains the same as in the single-hop
(f )
case so that we have xl [t] ∈ Cπ[t] , ∀l, f, t. As in [1]–[3], the
following routing constraints need to be satisfied:
X (f )
X (f )
x̄l ≥
x̄l + āf 1f (n), ∀f, ∀n 6= Dst(f ), (12)
l∈O(n)

l∈I(n)

where O (n) and I (n) represent the sets of outgoing and
incoming links at node n, respectively; 1f (n) is an indicator
function that takes the value 1 if n = Src(f ) and 0 otherwise.
3) Queue-stability: We assume that each node maintains a
separate queue for each flow f , as shown in Fig. 5. We let

(f)
x
bl [t]

(f)

(f)

where
is the actual routing rate. Note that x
bl [t] ≤ xl [t]
since the transmitter node of link l ∈ I (n) may have fewer
(f )
(f )
than xl [t] amount of packets left. Let q[t] , [qn [t], ∀n, f ].
Similar to the single-hop case, we say that the network is
stable if the steady-state total queue-length remains finite, i.e.,
lim sup E{kq[t]k1 } < ∞.

(14)

t→∞

4) Problem formulation: In the multi-hop wireless network
case, our goal is to develop an optimal joint congestion
control
and routing scheme to maximize the total utility
PF
U
f =1 f (āf ), subject to the network capacity region and
network stability constraints. Putting together the models
presented earlier yields the following joint congestion control
and routing (JCCR) optimization problem:
XF
JCCR: Max
Uf (āf )
f =1

s.t. Routing constr. (12); Queues stability constraint in (14),
(f )

xl [t] ∈ Cπ[t] , ∀l, t, f,

af [t] ≥ 0, ∀f, t.

The Algorithm: Similar to the generalization of the QLA
schemes to the multi-hop case, in our multi-hop heavy-ball
algorithm, the weights are replaced by weight differentials to
perform dynamic routing. To this end, we let E(l) denote the
two end nodes of link l. The heavy-ball-based joint congestion
control and routing algorithm is stated as follows:
Algorithm 2: The Heavy-Ball-Based Joint Congestion Control
and Routing Algorithm for Multi-Hop Wireless Networks.
Initialization:
1. Choose parameters K > 0 and β ∈ [0, 1). Set t = 0.
(f )
2. Let all queues be empty at the initial state: qn [0] = 0, ∀n.
3. Under a given K, associate each link n with a weight
(f )
(f )
(f )
w(K),n ≥ 0 and set w(K),n [0] = w(K),n [−1] = 0, ∀n, f .
Main Loop:
4. Weight Differentials:In each time-slot t ≥ 0, we let
(f )
(f )
(f )
∆w(K),l [t] = max w(K),n [t] − w(K),E(l)\n [t], 0 denote the weight differential of flow f , ∀n, ∀f , ∀l ∈
(f )
∗
O (n). Let ∆w(K),l
[t] = maxf ∆w(K),l [t] and let fl∗ [t]
(f )

= arg maxf ∆w(K),l [t] (breaking ties arbitrarily). Let
∗
∗
∗
∆w(K)
[t] , [w(K),1
[t], . . . , w(K),L
[t]]> be the maximum
weight differentials vector over all links.
∗
5. Routing and MaxWeight Scheduling: Given ∆w(K)
[t] and
the channel state π[t], the controller schedules a service
rate vector x[t] ∈ RL to route only flow fl∗ [t] at link l, ∀l:
∗
x[t] = arg max (∆w(K)
[t])> x.
x∈Cπ[t]

(15)

6. Congestion Controller: For each flow f and in each timeslot t, let w be the value of w(K),Src(f ) [t] that the source
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node Src(f ) observes. Then, Src(f ) sets af [t] to be an
integer-valued random variable that satisfies:
n 0 w
o
E{af [t]} = min Uf−1
, amax ,
(16)
K
2
E{an [t]} ≤ A < ∞,
(17)
0

where Uf−1 (·) represents the inverse function of first-order
derivative of Uf (·). In (16) and (17), amax and A are some
predefined sufficiently large positive constants.
7. Queue-Length and Heavy-Ball Weight Updates: Update the
(f )
(f )
queue-lengths following (13). Let ∆qn [t] , qn [t + 1] −
(f )
qn [t] be the resultant queue-length change of flow f at
node n, ∀n, f . Next, update the weights in the following
(projected) heavy-ball fashion:
 (f )
(f )
w(K),n [t + 1] = w(K),n [t] + ∆qn(f ) [t]
+
(f )
(f )
+ β w(K),n [t] − w(K),n [t − 1]
, ∀n, f. (18)
Let t = t + 1. Go to Step 4 and repeat the whole dynamic
routing, scheduling and congestion control processes.
Distributed Implementation: As in the QLA algorithms,
Algorithm 2 only requires weight information locally and from
one-hop neighbors. Thus, the congestion control and dynamic
routing can be implemented in a distributed fashion exactly
the same as that in the QLA algorithms and do not incur any
additional complexity in terms of messaging passing. Also
same as in the QLA algorithms, the scheduling component
in (15) is challenging for distributed implementations since it
requires global weight information. Fortunately, thanks to the
same messaging passing requirement, it can be readily verified
that all distributed algorithms developed for the QLA frame-

work can be directly applied in the scheduling component in
our heavy-ball algorithm, e.g., adaptive CSMA [22], [23], etc.
Performance Analysis: The same utility, delay, and convergence results in Theorems 1–3 continue to hold in the multihop case, and their proofs follow similar steps and arguments,
but with more complicated notation. Due to space limitation,
we omit these results and their proofs for brevity. We refer
readers to [20, Section V] for further information.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct numerical studies to verify
the theoretical results presented in Section IV. To clearly
visualize the key insights of our theoretical results and not
being blurred by random noises, we first use a three-link
non-fading cellular network as an example. We assume that
each link has one unit capacity and only one link can be
activated in each time-slot. We use log(0.001 + a) as the
utility function for each link, i.e., the proportional fairness
metric [5]. Due to the symmetry of the setting, the optimal
congestion control rates are ā∗1 = ā∗2 = ā∗3 = 13 . To see the
impact of β on delay and convergence speed, we fix K = 25
and increase β from 0 to 0.99 (note that β = 0 corresponds to
the QLA approach). Because of the symmetry of the setting,
we only plot the results of link 1. As shown in Fig. 6, as
β increases, the average queue-lengths are 74.6, 37.4, 14.8,
and 1.1, respectively, which corroborates the (1 − β)–fraction
reduction result in Theorem 1. We can see from Fig. 7 that,
for all choices of β, the congestion control rates all converge
to the optimal solution, confirming Theorem 2 that utilityoptimality is independent of β. However, changing β has a
significant impact on the convergence speed. In Fig. 7, as
β increases from 0 to 0.99, the convergence speed initially

increases, peaks at β = 0.8, and then decreases. Interestingly,
we note from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that, by setting β = 0.99, both
utility-optimality and low-delay can be achieved at the cost
of slower convergence speed, hence confirming Theorem 3.
Next, we increase K from 25 to 100 and conduct another set
of experiments on the same network. The results are shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. With a larger K, the congestion
control rates again converge to the same optimal solution with
a smaller variance, but at the cost of larger delay and slower
convergence. This again confirms the results in Theorems 1–3.
Next, we test our heavy-ball algorithm in a larger 15-link
cellular downlink with a quasi-static block fading (channel
states are constant in each time slot and vary from one timeslot to the next). We again assume that only one user can
be activated in each time-slot. We fix K = 100 and vary β.
For clearer visualization, we only plot the results of link 1 in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. In Fig. 10, as β increases, the queuelengths also monotonically decrease and follow the (1 − β)fraction reduction law stated in Theorem 1. In Fig. 11, we can
see that the congestion control rates under different choices
of β all converge to the same optimal solution. Also, the
convergence speed initially increases but eventually decreases
as β increases. This again verifies the same three-way trade-off
effect in this larger network example with fading.
Lastly, we compare the delay scaling with respect to K
under QLA and our heavy-ball algorithm, respectively. Here,
as K increases, we let β ↑ 1 as β = 1 − 2√1K . As expected, in
Fig. 12, the total queue-length of QLA exhibits the well-known
O(K) linear scaling law and is significantly larger than that
of our heavy-ball algorithm. Further, from the “zoom-in” view
of the heavy-ball results in Fig.
√ 13, we can see that the total
queue-length
increases
as
4.5
K, which perfectly matches the
√
O( K)-delay theoretical result stated in Theorem 1.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a new heavy-ball algorithmic framework for network utility optimization in wireless
networks. Compared to the traditional queue-length-based
algorithms, our proposed heavy-ball algorithmic framework
offers not only utility-optimality and queue-stability, but also
fast-convergence and low-delay. Our main contributions in this
paper are three-fold: i) We have proposed a heavy-ball joint
congestion control and scheduling/routing framework that is
well-suited for implementation in practice; ii) we have rigorously shown the utility-optimality of the proposed heavy-ball
algorithmic framework and characterized the delay reduction
and convergence speed performances; and iii) we offered design rules for optimal selection of systems parameters, as well
as insights on an elegant three-way trade-off between utility,
delay, and convergence speed. Collectively, these results serve
as an exciting first step toward a cross-layer network control
and optimization theory that leverages “momentum/memory”
information. Memory/momentum-based cross-layer network
optimization is an important and yet under-explored area.
Future research topics may include, e.g., heavy-traffic delay

performance analysis for memory/momentum-based scheduling algorithms, time-varying adaptive memory weight adjustments, and investigating the impact of higher order memory
on network utility, delay, and convergence performances.
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